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About This Game

The complete megahit game that set the world afire. Plus All-New Episode IV: Thy Flesh Consumed.
The demons came and the marines died. Except one. You are the last defense against these hell-spawned hordes. Prepare for the
most intense mutant-laden, blood-splattered action ever! The texture-mapped virtual world is so real, you don't just play DOOM

- you live it.
The Ultimate DOOM takes you beyond anything you've ever experienced. First, you get all three original episodes - that's 27

levels of awesome, explosive excitement. Then it really blows you away with an all-new episode: Thy Flesh Consumed.
Now you're dead meat. Just when you think you're getting pretty good at DOOM, you get hit with Perfect Hatred, Sever the

Wicked and seven other expert levels never seen before! They're so incredibly tough, the first 27 levels will seem like a walk in
the park!
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should you buy? YES!
Why? YES!. It's a game about a green space man with hand foreskin shooting demons. suited man shoot enemy. The true king
of FPS...the iconic symbol of toxic masculinity that will make you grow hair in places you dont have hair and grow balls upon
your balls. Pick up the classic pack and install gzdoom and project brutality, along with whatever mod you see fit, message me if
you need any help. Everyone young and old should experience this glorious rebirth of a classic game.. Don't think, just buy it
now. It's Doom. Of course it's good.

Doom is for life. Doom is eternal.. ----------------------------
Doom? What is it?
----------------------------
It's Doom. There is not much more to say about it.
Timeless classic First Person Shooter with gameplay that aged like fine wine.
Assuming that you did read store page description and\/or other Steam reviews you should already know what Doom exactly is.
If you didn't.....well, Google exist.
Shame on you for being ignorant about your own video game history tho.

-----------------------------------------------
Why you should buy it on Steam\/GOG but not play it through Steam\/GOG?
-----------------------------------------------
You buy it on Steam\/GOG to obtain WAD's in a legit way but you shouldn't play it on Steam\/GOG simple because those are
using DOSBOX emulator.
Using DOS or playing games it is just way too clunky and limited, not to mention the fact that it doesn't support modern
hardware or resolutions.
Install your Doom games just so you can take away your WAD's files and slap them inside your Doom source port aka "Doom
launchers".
That's how you play Doom on PC in this day and age.

-----------------------------------------------
How to have ORIGINAL Doom experience?
-----------------------------------------------
Use Doom source port, aka "launcher", called "Chocolate Doom".
It allows you to play Doom as original as it was in 1993 with all it's crispy sound effects, fart music, crusty graphics and almost
zero player options.
Just remember that "ORIGINAL" doesn't always mean "THE BEST". Especially in modern days.

Download link here:
https:\/\/www.chocolate-doom.org\/wiki\/index.php\/Chocolate_Doom

-----------------------------------------------
How to have THE BEST Doom experience?
-----------------------------------------------
Use Doom source port, aka "launcher", called "GZDoom" which is an improved version of the best Doom source ports available
called "ZDoom".
"GZDoom" is being supported and updated still to this day and it's features are enhanced Doom's graphics, support for modern
resolution and hardware and tons of additional customizable options such as more elaborated button config, mouse support and
even a jump button.
There is even way, way more in it and it's also very simple and easy to use.
Also yes - GZDoom does support modding and all sorts custom WAD's plus other Doom based games such as Heretic or Hexen.

How to play Doom with GZDoom:
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Step 1: Download GZDoom
https:\/\/zdoom.org\/index
Step 2: Put all your WAD's inside GZDoom main folder
Step 3: Click "gzdoom" and select which WAD you want to play

-----------------------------------------------
What it is Brutal Doom?
-----------------------------------------------
Do you want to play "Doom 1+2 Remastered HD Super Turbo Forever Edition Deluxe Director's Cut"?
Well, lucky you - Brutal Doom exist.
Brutal Doom is a gameplay mod created in 2010 by Sergeant Mark IV and approved by John Romero himself and still being
updated to this day but it's 99,9% finished.
It's basically adds new gameplay features, enemies, bosses, weapons, animations and it is compatible with Doom, The Ultimate
Doom, Doom II: Hell on Earth, Final Doom, TNT: Evilution, Plutonia and many other custom WAD's.

More about it here:
https:\/\/doom.fandom.com\/wiki\/Brutal_Doom

15 minutes of Brutal Doom gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mn2J4Loe57g

-----------------------------------------------
How to play Brutal Doom with GZDoom?
-----------------------------------------------
Step 1: Download it
https:\/\/www.moddb.com\/mods\/brutal-doom
Step 2: Put the main file (for example "bd21RC8.pk3")inside GZDoom folder
Step 3: Create a shortcut to "gzdoom.exe"
Step 4: Right click on the shortcut and select properties. You should have something like this:
"C:\\Users\\user\\Desktop\\GZDOOM\\gzdoom.exe"
Step 5: Add to this the name of your Brutal Doom file, it should look something like this:
"C:\\Users\\user\\Desktop\\GZDOOM\\gzdoom.exe" bd21RC8.pk3
Step 6: Change the name of your "shortcut" into Brutal Doom to avoid confusion
Step 7: Click "Brutal Doom" and select which WAD you want to play

Additionally you can download a mod that changes MIDI soundtrack into metal version of it that perfectly fits with
Brutal Doom's bloody good gameplay.
Just download, unzip and slap the file into a folder called "SKINS" inside of your GZDoom folder.

Download link here:
https:\/\/www.moddb.com\/addons\/doom-metal-pack-vol4-modified. Buy this and buy the new Sigil campaign made by John
Romero himself. And yes you should get the paid version of Sigil for the Buckethead OST!. The original Doom... Amazing and
Innovative and Fun game!

BUT..

calling it "The ULTIMATE Doom" really is dumb since it sounds like a special editon rather than just a regular port which it is.

why they did it but calling it ULTIMATE just for bug fixes and + one episode... not so ultimate. just look at blood, it was
released in full version just as "blood" then they updated it with amazing source port with bonus graphical improvements and
put it on the store as "blood: fresh supply" and that is great. but my problem is that almost all of dooms contemporaries have
released a updated version of their game to the store. doom has not, and doom is the most important one! it just disappoints me
because it can be easily done! duke nukem 3d got rereleased as duke nukem 3d: world tour and it came with a brand new
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episode, multiplayer support, steam workshop community maps support, controller support, trading cards, achievements, etc! it
just makes perfect sense for doom to do the same!

it should be changed to "Doom I: Anniversary" with it changed and updated.

SPEAKING OF WHICH!

DEVS!! WHATS YOUR EXCUSE FOR NOT MAKING A SOURCE PORT OF THIS GAME???!! MAKE ONE!!

cmon id software!!

I literally cant play this game right without mods like GZdoom!

when your game cant be played properly without modifying it, you have did a disservice to your audience!

The Ultimate Doom on its own: 4\/10.
The Ultimate Doom with GZDoom Mod: 9\/10!
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this is just a ripoff of fortnite(because fortnite is soooo good)
-500 haunted
-it too never got the hd treatment(that was a sequel dont you dare call it a remake)
-its a doom game
-10\/10 its doom DOOD. Whats not to like about this game? Everything is still great, even in 2019. Mods like brutal doom make
the experience a hell lot more enjoyable, though.. I hate to put this as a negative, but this was indeed a ripoff. I was kinda
pumped to play the original doom (after playing the 2016 reboot) and bought this game for 5 dollars. I can see why (besides it
being an old game)

Upon purchase I started the game up and It just froze on the start up screen. It took me 3 days to figure out what was going on,
until I found a source for help (that I can't find now).
So I fixed the start up freeze.

OK, time to plug in a controller and kill some baddies...

Sorry doom does not have Controller support.
Fine, I'll just hook up my controller with Joy to Key. Lemme just printscreen the controls readme.

Oh, a black screen?
ok lemme spend 12 hours looking for a solution to window mode the game.

Ok so Now I have it windowed, AND now have joy to key hooked up to my controller. now to send the demons back to h311

[s] Wait, why is everyone dead? I seen footage and where these corpses are should be badguys. How is it possible for everything
to be dead on arrival?
Once again time to go out and find some more help on this stupid game. This time the solution is to verify integrity of the files.
[\/s]

[EDIT: Upon posting this, it turns out this was intentional due to the lower difficulty (tested on Nightmare and Hurt Me Plenty),
thanks to Amani for clarifying.]

Verify integrity of files? Ok, lets start up doom for the 5th time.
Frozen on startup. Verifying integrity Rolled back everything I worked on for the past 6 days.

I'm not gonna sit here and play this weeklong Russian Roulette on whether DooM will work or not.
Dont buy Ultimate doom. I really wanted to play this game, but my god I taken more time to try to make the game work than
play the actual game itself.

Again I did manage to figure out the dead on startup issue, but This is still a Negative Review due to the difficulty and problems
when setting up the game.. Buy it now.. (\u25e3\u2200\u25e2)\u03c8 \u033f\u033f(\uff40\u32a5\u76ca\u32a5)\u03a8
\u033f\u033f \u033f\u033f \u033f'\u033f'\\\u0335\u0347\u033f\u033f\\\u0437= ( \u2580 \u035c\u035e\u0296\u2580)
=\u03b5\/\u0335\u0347\u033f\u033f\/'\u033f'\u033f \u033f \u033f\u033f \u033f\u033f \u033f\u033f
(\u25e3\u2200\u25e2)\u03c8 (\u25e3\u2200\u25e2)\u03c8

. This game is very fun but this is an emulator and it sometimes freezes but other than that its a timeless classic i highly
recommend this game. The game won't start. I've played the game before and it was great, so I really do recommend it. but I
don't know why it's having trouble starting. I mean does doom really even need a review at this point?
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